INDUSTRY AND LABOUR     •
that the State should intervene to protect the better
Irish farmers from the worse who give Irish products
a bad name. A State brand for Irish butter, eggs, and
the rest is advocated, with drastic penalties for anyone
who attempts to obtain it for an article below the
standard.
Whether this introduction of better business methods
be accomplished by the State or by voluntary co-
operation, it is undoubtedly much needed.   According
to statistics of production, an average acre of Irish
land well cultivated produces a higher return for any
of the crops grown in Ireland than the same area in
almost any European country.    If farming does not
pay, the fault is not with the land, nor even with the
climate.    It would seem indeed at present as if the
failure to ensure a return lay in lack of organising skill
and  energy rather  than  of  ability in  the farmer's
business.   A leading farmer in County Dublin recently
deposed that he could only get in the market £4 iq$.
a ton for his potatoes, and that this represented an
actual loss on the cost of labour, manure, and land:
but ^ that the consumer in the Dublin market was
paying at the rate of over £g a ton : in other words,
that the payment for distribution exceeded the pay-
ment for production.
The present position of Irish farming is abnormal.
Wages are excessively high: while rates are a much
greater burden than rent used to be, because the
damage of the guerilla war is being in great part
levied on the localities. Yet when all allowance is
made for the transient character of certain difficulties,
the tendency of all Irish land to go back into grass
is unmistakable, and is increasing, under self-govern-
ment.
Yet it has to be remembered that those in charge of
Ireland's agricultural policy have needed, and still
need, to lift the community out of a veritable morass.
Nothing worse could have been imagined than the
conditions of Irish farming in the first half of last

